Black-and-White Aerial Survey Photographs of

UPPER LONG LAKE

from 1949 to 1997

Photographs are owned by the Wayne State College of Urban, Labor and Metropolitan Affairs (CULMA). Digital versions of the full-coverage aerial photographs of Livingston, Macomb, Oakland, Washtenaw and Wayne counties from 1949 to 1997 can be obtained from http://www.culma.wayne.edu/aerial_photos/. The physical photographs are spread among two Michigan map collections: The University of Michigan Map Library, Ann Arbor; and The Wayne State Map Collection, Detroit.

Note that lens distortions, differences in airplane flight height, and slight differences in flight path direction may change the proportions of certain land features, especially near the edges of the photo, or may “cut off” certain parts of the lake. Photos of adjacent areas can be obtained from the CULMA website.